Government urged not to
restrict lending to exporters
The British Exporters Association (BExA) has called on the UK government to commit to the future
of the Direct Lending facility delivered by UK Export Finance (UKEF) – the UK’s export credit
agency and a department of the UK government – to help support the growth of British exports to
new markets.
Speaking at the launch of its 9th annual benchmarking report ‘UK Export
Finance – Strategy and reality’ – held in London on 10 October 2018, BExA’s
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Co-Chairman Marcus Dolman said: “BExA views UKEF’s Direct Lending
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The benchmarking report, published by BExA, helps measure the UKEF’s
effectiveness against its global peers as a prime driver of British exports. “We
started this benchmarking report nine years ago,” said Susan Ross, VicePresident for BExA and an Account Director within Aon’s Credit Solutions,
“realising that countries that have a successful export credit agency normally
punch above their weight in ranking terms for global exports.”
As well as focusing on direct lending, the report carries a number of
recommendations designed to support UK exporting including the need
to educate the banking community on the availability of a fixed rate for
bank-funded medium and long term credits; creating a framework for UK
exporters so they can easily get involved in DFID development projects; the
offer of more access to finance for SMEs who continue to struggle with their
traditional banking relationships when it comes to exporting; and whole
government support across all its ministerial departments. “BExA has long
campaigned for a whole government approach to exports and we’re pleased
to see that this is a core concept of the [Government’s] Export Strategy,” said

the owner of Loving Pets, a company that
designs and exports products for pets. Alessia
Borrini from NMS Infrastructure – a business
specialising in fully-funded infrastructure projects
in Sub-Saharan Africa – took home the runner-up
award.
Presenting the award to the winner, Geoff de
Mowbray said: “Jonathan brought together
all the key elements of what we look for in a
winner: he started his own business, designs
his own products, and has grown his business
exponentially since he founded it in 2014
– always with a clear focus on exports. The
company currently exports to 11 countries and
stocks with multi-national vendors. Jonathan is a
true export entrepreneur.”

Dolman.

A solid year for exports
This latest benchmarking report shows that 2017-2018 was another solid
financial year, with UKEF providing support for 190 exporters – 77% of
which are SMEs – selling to over 75 countries, although there has been
no real growth in the number of exporters or the volumes exported.
The product range offered by UKEF has gone from five to nine products
since 2010 which compares favourably against its European credit agency
counterparts. UKEF now offers products ranging from short term insurance,
to direct lending, a bond support scheme, and letter of credit guarantee
scheme. The recently implemented changes to the Direct Lending product
however have raised concerns that this product could disappear.
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Support needed for Direct Lending
Direct Lending funds capital projects where commercial funding is
not suitable, offering 85% of the export contract value for projects
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treatment of the drawn facility even after it has been sold down
under a UKEF guarantee. BExA urges the Government to review the
accounting policy and to increase the £3bn limit for a facility that is
particularly valuable for SMEs. “The Direct Lending facility is arguably
more important for SMEs than it is for larger businesses,” said Geoff
de Mowbray, Co-Chairman for BExA. “It helps make them competitive
and compensates for where there are failures in the market from banks
not lending.” Whether for small or large businesses, BExA’s position is
clear. “We call on Her Majesty’s Treasury to commit to the future of this
valuable product through short term increases in facility size and a longterm commitment to retain the capability,” said Dolman.
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as a means to encourage the creation of sustainable
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away at our recommendations as have the FCO
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Managing exchange rate risk
Another exposure for SMEs in particular is in exchange rate risk. Bibby Financial Services’ recent Trading Places Report highlights that
67% of UK SME exporters have experienced negative foreign exchange fluctuations averaging £70,000. “While foreign exchange
services are widely available in the private market, a lot of small businesses don’t have the sophistication of a treasury team that many
larger exporters do and where they really get caught out is in areas like margin calls. I’m hoping that a lot of SMEs and medium sized
businesses are winning export deals based on the weakness of sterling, but my concern is that will be a short lived event once sterling
strengthens,” said de Mowbray.
The report adds that foreign exchange fluctuation cover is available for a number of countries to their exporters and calls on UKEF to
work with the private market to cover SME foreign exchange risk in tradeable currency pairs, without restrictive security requirements.
A further recommendation from the report covers the linkage of aid to trade which, Ross believes, could provide opportunities for
UK businesses. “Because of the aid for trade scandal in the 1990s, the UK has been reluctant even to alert UK exporters to aid funded
projects.
Our bribery law is now one of the tightest in the world so, while we have a reputation for high quality goods and services, why
can’t we encourage UK exporters to bid for UK aid projects?” Current UK policy is reflected in the benchmarking report’s country
comparison of tied versus un-tied aid during 2017 which reveals the US, for example, has nearly US$10bn in tied aid, while the UK
has nothing.

Dealing with Brexit
When it comes to Brexit, BExA uses the report to urge the UK and EU to
reach an agreement, arguing that although financial services enable physical
products to be exported on competitive credit terms, it is an area that ‘seems
to have been largely ignored in Brexit negotiations.’ Although the report
emphasises that Brexit remains the single most important issue affecting the
UK’s ability to trade overseas in both goods and services, and that increasing
bureaucracy and complexity is in no one’s interests, BExA’s Dolman concluded:
“Brexit has had the positive consequences, albeit unintended, of making sure
UK businesses review and understand their supply chains and cross-border
movements, and to look to new export markets, exploring the art of the
possible. We will continue to work with Department for International Trade and
UKEF to ensure those businesses have the tools they need to succeed.”

From left to right:
Lord Mayor Locum Tenens, Alderman Sir David Wootton, Jonathon Moyce, Marcus Dolman, Geoff de
Mowbray, Alessia Borrini and BExA President, Baroness Symons.

For a copy of the full UKEF benchmarking report go to ‘Strategy and reality’.
For further information on BExA visit their website
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